Handling of experimental metadata using odMLtables
This notebook presents the interaction with metadata from an experiment using odMLtables. Here we use the metadata of a complex electrophysiology experiment published in Brochier T. et al. Massively parallel recordings in macaque motor cortex during an instructed delayed reach-to-grasp task. Sci. Data 5:180055. In the first step, we show how to extract a subset of information from the complete metadata collection for visualization. In the second step, we compare numerous similar values available with in one metadata file and generate an overview sheet, eg. for addition into a lab book.
Download of published metadata
The published datasets are hosted on GIN and can be accessed directly via the webinterface or the local gin client. Here we download the metadata files of the two datasets directly. # download metadata files from GIN for filepath, filename in zip(filepaths, filenames): download(gin_repo + filepath, filename)
Extraction of a subset of metadata
The metadata collections of the electrophysiological experiment contain due to the complexity of the experiment thousands of entries organized in a hierarchical odML structure. This is of advantage for the storage of the metadata in an organized fashion, but for human interaction and visualization the amout of data needs to be reduced to a subset relevant for the current question. This can be achieved using the filter functionality of odMLtables. Here we extract all metadata related to the subject performing the task, which includes information such as the species, name, birthdate and handedness.
Since the publication of the datasets odML was developed further, so an updated odML version exists. In a first step we are converting the metadata files from odML file version 1.0 to file version 1.1 using the version conversion tool provided by odML. In a second step we use odMLtables to select only information related to the subject of the experiment and store this in a separate metadata file. The generated odML files, which contain only a subset of the metadata can now be visualized in a browser using the odML style sheet. For this just place the style sheet in the same folder as your odML file and open the odML file in your browser. Here we use a helper function to display the odML content using the odML style sheet. 
